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Stupid Resume Tricks
By  R i c k  N a s h l e a n a s  
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Last month, I explored how you could

take advantage of the new Internet-
enabled resume and avoid its numerous

pitfalls. Here, I’ll get down to the specific dos
and don’ts in preparing your resume.

As a headhunter, I think that there are a
number of technicalities that can really get in
the way of the content of your resume.

1. Format. The default file format for
resumes is Microsoft Word files, those
with the .doc extension. Try to use a
reasonably current version of Word.
Although Word is generally backward
compatible, most recruiters are using a
relatively current copy of Word.

Some IT professionals prefer to use
Rich Text Format (.rtf) to make sure that
their document can be read by anyone
using any word processor. An additional
advantage of rtf files is that your resume
can’t carry Macro viruses like an MS
Word document can. Believe me, a
recruiter receiving a virus-infected
resume is not impressed!

Make it as easy as possible for a
non-technical person to view your resume.
Don’t add a step by compressing (zipping)
your files. Don’t password-protect your
MS Word files. Many recruiters don’t have
the option to view HTML resumes due to
virus protection at their site.

2. Naming. As a recruiter, I can’t tell you
how many documents on my hard drive
are named resume.doc. Consider who
is receiving your resume. If a recruiter
is trying to find your document, the
most important piece of information
is your name. Consider naming
your resume “Smith, John.doc” or
“Smith, John - Resume.doc”.

If you do have multiple versions of
your resume, store them in different

folders; don’t change the name
of the document. I get distracted when I
get a resume named “Non-management-
technical-resume-7-short.doc”.

3. Size. Before the Internet, the one-page
resume was the rule. Given that most
resumes now are distributed via the
Internet, what is “one page” anyway?

Especially if you are bringing
significant experience to the position, do
not limit yourself to one page. Two- to
four-page resumes are well accepted if
every page has relevant content and
contributes to the process of evaluating
your credentials. Just be sure to put the
most important items closer to the front.

4. Simplicity. You cannot be sure how the
HR person or the hiring manager has
their word processor set up. If you
choose less popular fonts, there’s no
assuring that the person reading your
resume has that same font. Using tables
can be just fine, but be aware that tables
do not translate well into the simple text
that is required for many on-line forms
and resume databanks. You might be
creating extra work for yourself.

5. Functional or Chronological? Personally,
I prefer a chronological resume format
that lists your dated experience with the
details, most recent experience first.
If you are a hands-on programmer or
technician, I also like to see the tools,
operating systems, utilities and
programming languages that you used
in each position to clearly demonstrate
how current you are.

Please understand that most companies
turn to third-party recruiters like me
when they are seeking an exact match
with someone who precisely meets
their needs. This almost dictates a
chronological resume.

A functional resume could be
appropriate if you are changing careers
or are at a management level where
what you have done, not where or
when you have done it is most
important. I would still have a
chronological work experience log
in the resume somewhere. This is
vitally important information.

Most resumes out there are
chronological. Some recruiters see a
functional resume and respond by
immediately asking for a chronological
resume. Some recruiters study the
functional resume to try to determine
what the candidate is trying to hide by
using the functional format. However,
the choice is up to you and depends
on where you are in your career and
job search.

6. Use MS Word features. If you use the
correct MS Word features in your
document, you have a much better
chance that the document will look very
professional displayed or printed on any
target computer. In your version of
Word, turn on the option to view all
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carriage controls. (In Word 2000, it is
Tools, Options, Formatting Marks, All.)
You will be able to actually see the
formatting differences I outline here:

� Use tabs, not multiple spaces.
� Use single tabs, not a string of

multiple tabs.
� Use Word’s word wrap feature versus

inserting hard carriage returns
between lines.

� Use page headers and footers to put
your name and page number on
subsequent pages. Don’t embed this
information in the body of your
document. If the hiring manager does
print out the resume and the first
page gets separated from the rest,
each page will have your name on it.

� Optionally, insert a hard page break
long before the end of a page in a
logical place. You never know where
the break might happen on the
intended machine.

� Clear the data in the File, Properties
area of the document. You’d be
amazed by what I have found here.

� Use the paragraph center function
to center text on a line, not just
multiple tabs.

Although I might sound like a broken
record, I must re-emphasize that your resume
is an item that simply must be excellent, but it
won’t get you a job. Networking, references,
interviewing, and, in general, one-on-one contact
(dare I say “selling”?) is what will land a new
position for you.

E-mail your comments and questions to
Rick at ask-rick@monarchtech.com. Watch
for your response in the Ask Rick column in
NaSPA’s E-News e-mail newsletter.  

After founding, growing and selling an international
mainframe software company, NaSPA member
Rick Nashleanas now runs Monarch Technology
— www.monarchtech.com — a national recruiting
firm specializing in mainframe and software com-
pany positions.
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